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Customise! Adapt! Design!
Use any of the nine patterns  

from the Simplicity Pattern Hacking range 
(shown overleaf) and join us for the 

World-wide Simplicity Pattern Hack-Along
Each week, an invited blogger will post  

their inspirational hacks, 
AND we’ll be sharing news through our UK and US  

social media, blogs and newsletters.

It’s super-easy to take part!  
Choose your pattern(s), decide which category 

is right for your finished garment.  
Then share your hack with us on social media  

using the category hashtag:

Daywear: the kind of ever-useful pieces  
we reach for everyday #hackalongday

Party: dressed-up occasions, from  
glam evening to smart wedding #hackalongparty

Unique Vintage: influenced by your  
favourite fashion decade #hackalongvintage

Plus!  
At the end of the Hack-Along 

we’ll choose our favourites from  
your posts in the three design categories. 

There’s the chance to win 
Sewing or Coverstitch Machines 

from our friends at Janome  
and Goody Bags from 

Simplicity and our sister brands.

Join

Simplicity Ltd will be making a 
contribution to the Eve Appeal  
for every ‘Hack-Along’ pattern  
purchased in the UK during the 
event.



Some simple guidelines: Hack in any way, using any of the nine selected 
multi-size patterns • Mix pattern pieces, but only from this selection  
• Add your own pattern pieces. 
Share your makes telling us the pattern number(s) you have used,  
in any of  these categories.  Don’t forget the hashtag!

Daywear: the kind of ever-useful pieces  we reach for everyday  
#hackalongday

Party: dressed-up occasions, from glam evening to smart wedding  
 #hackalongparty

Unique Vintage: influenced by your favourite fashion decade  
#hackalongvintage

You can also email your pic with pattern number and category to  
simplicityhackalong@icloud.com 

Join
Plus Simplicity 

Goody Bags!

Your Chance 
to Win!

CHOOSE FROM THESE ‘HACK-ALONG’ PATTERNS:

The options are endless! If our previous sew-alongs are anything to go by, we know  

we’re going to see some amazing, clever, quirky and downright fabulous creations!  

Is it a dress? Is it a jumpsuit? You decide!

Add, Subtract, Slash, 
Cut-out, Blend, Hack! 

The Hack-Along 

Starts: 26.9.19. Ends 31.1.20
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